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Several research groups have recently reportedab initio calculations of the melting properties of
metals based on density functional theory, but there have been unexpectedly large disagreements
between results obtained by different approaches. We analyze the relations between the two main
approaches, based on calculation of the free energies of solid and liquid and on direct simulation of
the two coexisting phases. Although both approaches rely on the use of classical reference systems
consisting of parametrized empirical interaction models, we point out that in the free energy
approach the final results are independent of the reference system, whereas in the current form of the
coexistence approach they depend on it. We present a scheme for correcting the predictions of the
coexistence approach for differences between the reference andab initio systems. To illustrate the
practical operation of the scheme, we present calculations of the high-pressure melting properties of
iron using the corrected coexistence approach, which agree closely with earlier results from the free
energy approach. A quantitative assessment is also given of finite-size errors, which we show can be
reduced to a negligible size. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1460865#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of solid–liquid equilibrium by compute
simulation has a long history, going back to the classic w
of Alder and Wainwright1 on the hard-sphere system in th
1950s. Many techniques have been used to determine
pressure-temperature relation at equilibrium and other m
ing properties, such as the volume and entropy of fusion
the last few years, there has been an upsurge of interest i
accurateab initio treatment of the melting properties of re
materials,2–8 which has focused attention again on the te
niques used to locate the melting transition. Recentab initio
work has been based on two main approaches. The firs
cates the melting transition by requiring equality of t
Gibbs free energies, which are calculatedab initio for liquid
and solid;2–6 we call this the free-energy approach. The s
ond proceeds by fitting a potential model toab initio calcu-
lations and using this to simulate a system containing liq
and solid in coexistence;7–9 we call this the coexistence ap
proach. If appropriate measures are taken, the two
proaches should clearly give the same results. The purpo
this paper is to analyze the relation between the two
proaches and to propose what these appropriate mea
should be. We illustrate our analysis by presentingab initio
calculations on the high-pressure melting of iron perform
using the coexistence approach, which we compare with
lier free-energy results from the sameab initio technique.4,5

We shall show that, once the necessary corrections have
applied, the two approaches yield the same results.

The free-energy approach has been well established
6170021-9606/2002/116(14)/6170/8/$19.00
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many years for calculations based on classical interac
models~see, e.g., Refs. 10, 11, and 12!. Typically the proce-
dure for the solid has been to start from the harmonic
proximation at low temperatures; the free energy of the hi
temperature anharmonic system is then obtained by using
Gibbs–Helmholtz relation to integrate the internal ener
given by molecular dynamics~MD! simulation.10,11 Alterna-
tively, the anharmonic free energy has sometimes been
tained by thermodynamic integration starting from a ref
ence model such as the Einstein solid.12 For the liquid, a
common procedure has been to obtain the free energy at
thermodynamic state from the work done in reversib
expansion10,12 to low density or heating to high temperatur
The Gibbs–Helmholtz relation is then used to obtain the f
energy at other states. We also mention an important alte
tive approach, known as Gibbs–Duhem integration, wh
allows the boundary between coexisting phases to be dire
mapped out.13,14

In early work, the interaction models were parametriz
by fitting to experimental data, but recent years have see
major shift towards the calculation of melting properties2–8

from ab initio methods based on density-functional theo
~DFT!.15 In DFT, the total energy function of a system
determined by the approximation used for exchang
correlation energyExc . An important ambition then follows:
the determination of melting properties with no statistica
mechanical or other approximations except those inheren
Exc itself. This raises major new issues, because it is
tremely costly to performab initio MD ~AIMD ! simulations
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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on large systems long enough to reduce statistical error
an acceptable level. The cost is particularly great for cryst
since extensive electronick-point sampling may be needed
Long accepted methods like reversible expansion to low d
sity are impracticable with AIMD. Instead, it is essential
use empirical interaction models that closely mimic the D
system. The usual techniques are then employed to
these models, and in someab initio work thermodynamic
integration is used to obtain the free energy difference
tween the model and DFT systems.2–6 In parallel with these
developments, the advantages of avoiding intricate fr
energy calculations by using the coexistence approach h
made this route popular.7–9 Again, the simulations must b
based on empirical models matched to DFT data.

The present work was stimulated by recent reports ofab
initio or nearly ab initio calculations on the melting of a
number of materials, including Si,2 Al,3,6 Cu,16 and Fe.4,5,7,8

Our own work on Al~Refs. 3 and 6! and Fe~Refs. 4 and 5!
was based on the free-energy approach, which used
inverse-power reference model, with thermodynamic in
gration to calculate the difference between theab initio and
reference free energies. A major effort was made to ens
that finite-size and other systematic errors were reduced t
almost negligible level. The otherab initio work on Fe, by
two independent groups, used the coexistence approac7,8

The results for the melting curve differed substantially fro
each other and from our results, and we urgently need
understand the reasons for the disagreements. We aim
shed light on possible reasons here.

We shall explore a number of technical issues. The fi
concerns the correction of the coexistence method for er
due to the difference between theab initio system and the
empirical model that mimics it. A second issue is the fitti
of models toab initio data. We have already discussed this
depth for the free-energy approach, so here we focus ma
on coexistence. We want to study what physical quanti
should be fitted, and how to tell if the fit is good enough.
third important issue concerns finite-size errors, which a
mainly from the limited system sizes that can be handledab
initio. It has been claimed16 that the coexistence approac
suffers less from size errors than the free-energy appro
We shall demonstrate that in fact this type of error affe
both approaches in essentially the same way. One thing
shall not do is to pass judgement on which method is be
since we shall argue that the answer depends on what
wishes to achieve, and that both approaches are vital. H
ever, we shall comment on the strengths and weakness
both.

In the next section, we define the problem, summar
briefly the free-energy and coexistence approaches as
have been applied in practicalab initio calculations, analyze
the corrections that need to be applied in the two approac
and discuss size errors. Section III then presents our
calculations on the high-pressure melting properties of
using the coexistence approach. We shall compare with
earlier free-energy results and show the practical necessi
the corrections outlined in Sec. II. The final section giv
further discussion and summarizes our conclusions.
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II. THEORY OF THE TWO APPROACHES

A. Definition of the problem

We start by defining the problem to be addressed. A
given pressurep, two phases are in thermodynamic equili
rium when their Gibbs free energiesG(p,T) are equal. We
regard G as derived by the relationG5F1pV from the
Helmholtz free energyF(V,T). The ab initio value ofF at
any volume and temperature, denoted byFAI(V,T), is given
in classical statistical mechanics by

FAI~V,T!52kBT lnH 1

N!L3N E dr1¯drN e2bUAI~r1 ,...,rN!J ,

~1!

whereUAI(r1 ,...,rN) is theab initio total energy as a func
tion of the positionsr1 ,...,rN of the N nuclei, which range
over the volumeV of the cell containing the system. For th
purpose of treating phase equilibria, we need the free en
per atomFAI /N in the thermodynamic limitN→`, V→` at
constant number densityN/V.

Even though the coexistence approach does not w
directly with free energies, we shall show later that the err
that need to be overcome in this approach, as well as in
free-energy approach, can be formulated as free-energy
rors. But the errors in calculatingFAI are of two kinds:
electronic-structure errors, i.e., imperfections in the calcu
tion of the ab initio total energyUAI at each set of nuclea
positions; and statistical–mechanical errors, i.e., errors
calculatingFAI from the givenUAI , and in taking the ther-
modynamic limit.

For the purposes of this work, electronic-structure err
are irrelevant: our sole concern is the treatment of ph
equilibrium using some given algorithm for computingUAI .
The free energy and coexistence routes differ only in the w
they address the statistical mechanics. Our problem is th
fore to assess and compare the ways that the two approa
control the purely statistical–mechanical errors. When
come to the practical calculations in Sec. III, we shall co
pare the results of the two approaches applied using exa
the same algorithm forUAI .

B. The free-energy approach

In the free-energy approach,2,4,5,17 we use a reference
system with total energy functionU ref(r1 ,...,rN), whose
solid and liquid free energiesF ref are calculated for very
large systems, so that finite-size errors are negligible. T
the only demanding problem is the calculation of the diffe
enceDF[FAI2F ref , which is accomplished by thermody
namic integration:18

DF5E
0

1

^DU&l dl, ~2!

where DU[UAI2U ref , and the thermal averagê•&l is
taken in the ensemble generated by the total-energy func
Ul[(12l)U ref1lUAI . In practice,̂ DU&l is computed as
a time average in an AIMD simulation whose dynamics
governed byUl . The main kinds of error are statistical e
rors in the evaluation of̂DU&l , integration errors due to
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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inadequate numbers ofl points, and finite-size errors. In th
systems studied so far by this approach, all these errors
be brought under tight control.

It is a crucial feature of this approach thatFAI , calcu-
lated asF ref1DF, does not depend on the choice of refe
ence system, provided all technical tolerances are set so
suppress the errors we have just mentioned. However,
reasons expounded in detail elsewhere,4–6 the choice ofU ref

has a major influence on the overall computational effo
which is minimized by reducing as much as possible
strength of the fluctuationŝdDU2&l /N, wheredDU[DU
2^DU&l . In particular, minimization of this fluctuation
strength is important in ensuring thatF ref accounts for almos
all the free energy, so that size errors in the small residueDF
are negligible. This can be achieved by using a parametr
reference model whose parameters are adjusted so a
minimize ^dDU2&l /N, as in our work on the melting of Fe
In this approach, it is an advantage that different refere
systems can be used for solid and liquid, since for ma
materials it may be difficult to createU ref functions that
mimic UAI with high precision in both phases.

C. The coexistence approach

The coexistence approach is also based on a refer
model that mimics theab initio system.~This model is some-
times called by names such as optimized potential mode7,19

but here we give it the same name as in the free-ene
approach.! Various ways have been used to fit the referen
model to theab initio system. Since it will be relevant late
we note that recent coexistence work on Fe has used
force-matching procedure of Ercolessi and Adams,19 in
which the reference parameters are adjusted so that thab
initio atomic forces are reproduced as well as possible
representative sets of atomic positions.

There are also several ways of using the reference m
to simulate coexisting phases, and hence to determine
phase boundary between them. In the work of Morriset al.,9

coexisting solid and liquid Al were simulated with the tot
number of atomsN, volumeV, and internal energyE fixed.
They showed that, providedV andE are appropriately cho
sen, the two phases coexist stably over long periods of ti
and the average pressurep and temperatureT in the system
give a point on the melting curve. The underlying concep
that the mean volume per atomv̄[V/N is given by

v̄5~12xl !vs~p!1xlv l~p!, ~3!

wherexl is the fraction of the atoms in the liquid phase, wi
vs(p) andv l(p) the volumes per atom in the coexisting so
and liquid as a function of pressure. For fixedv̄, the pressure
p traverses a certain range asxl goes from 0 to 1. Asxl varies
in this way, the mean internal energy per atomē[(1
2xl)es(p)1xlel(p) also traverses some range@here,es(p)
and el(p) are the internal energies per atom in the tw
phases#. Providedē lies in this range for the givenv̄, the
simulation will yield stably coexisting solid and liquid. A
alternative procedure would be to simulate at constant~N, V,
T!. Then coexistence will be achieved for a givenv̄ provided
T is chosen so that the correspondingp on the melting line
curve falls in the range specified by Eq.~3!. Yet another
Downloaded 28 Mar 2002 to 128.40.44.2. Redistribution subject to AIP
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approach was used in the work of Laioet al.7 on the high-
pressure melting of Fe; this used constant-stress simulati
with enthalpy almost exactly conserved. The approach
Belonoshkoet al.8 is different again. Here, the~N,p,T! en-
semble is used. The system initially contains coexisting so
and liquid, but sincep and T generally do not lie on the
melting line, the system ultimately becomes entirely solid
liquid. This approach does not directly yield points on t
melting curve, but instead provides upper or lower boun
so that a series of simulations is needed to locate the tra
tion point. Whichever scheme is used, some way is neede
monitoring which phases are present. In the~N,V,E! method
of Morris et al.,9 graphical inspection of particle position
appears to have been used, supplemented by calculatin
radial distribution functions to confirm the crystal structu
of the solid. In the~N,p,T! method of Belonoshkoet al.,8 the
primary diagnostic is the discontinuity of volume as the s
tem transforms from solid to liquid.

The coexistence calculations presented here on the h
pressure melting of Fe employ the~N,V,E! method applied to
reference systems consisting of the embedded-atom mo20

fitted to ab initio data. For geophysical reasons, we are
terested in pressures near that at the boundary betwee
Earth’s inner and outer cores, namely 330 GPa.21 In this
pressure region, the most stable crystal structure just be
the melting curve is believed to be hexagonal close pac
~hcp!,22,23 and we assume here that melting occurs from t
phase. We start with a simulation cell containing only the h
solid, with the basal plane parallel to one face of the cell, a
the system is allowed to thermalize at a temperature wh
coexistence is expected. At some instant of time, the sim
tion is stopped, and the atoms in one half of the system
held fixed; the boundary between the two halves is ta
parallel to the hcp basal plane. The atoms in the other
are raised to a very high temperature, and dynamical ev
tion of these atoms is allowed to proceed so that melt
occurs. With this half of the system molten, its temperature
now reduced to the original value, the atoms in the other h
still being fixed. Finally, the atoms in the fixed half are give
thermal velocities and released, and the whole system is
lowed to evolve freely. The system is monitored by calcu
tion of the average number density in slices of the cell tak
parallel to the boundary between solid and liquid. As w
shall show, the density in the solid part is a periodic functi
of slice number, while in the liquid it fluctuates rather weak
about its average value. The total energy, temperature,
pressure are, of course, monitored throughout the simulat
A feature of the~N,V,E! method is that at equilibrium the
stress in the solid phase will generally not be hydrostatic,
manual adjustment of the cell parameters is needed
achieve hydrostatic stress. We shall show in Sec. III that
does not present a problem.

D. Correcting the coexistence approach

Both the free-energy and the coexistence approaches
subject to errors, which need to be assessed and corre
for. It may be too costly to perform all theab initio calcula-
tions with the precision needed to obtain accurate melt
properties, so that there are errors due to inadequatek-point
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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sampling, incompleteness of the basis set, or other appr
mations. In the coexistence approach, inevitable differen
between the reference andab initio total energies will create
errors in the melting properties, which need to be evalua
The correction of errors in the free-energy approach has b
extensively discussed elsewhere,5,17 so our main concern
here is correction of the coexistence approach.

Assuming theab initio energy is calculated with ad
equate precision, the main error comes from differences
tweenUAI and U ref . The key question posed here is ther
fore: how are predicted melting properties changed by sm
changes in the total energy function?~System-size errors wil
be discussed separately later.! Related questions have bee
discussed before~see, e.g., Ref. 14!, so we give only a brief
summary of the main points.

The differenceUAI2U ref is denoted byDU, as in the
free-energy approach. The change of any quantity resul
from the replacement ofU ref by UAI will also be indicated by
D; for example, the shift of melting temperature at a giv
pressure is calledDTm . The melting temperature is shifte
because the liquid and solid Gibbs free energiesGl(p,T) and
Gs(p,T), and hence their differenceGls(p,T)[Gl(p,T)
2Gs(p,T), are shifted. Working at the given pressure, w
take the variablep as read and express theab initio value of
Gls as

GAI
ls ~T!5Gref

ls 1zDGls~T!, ~4!

where the parameterz is introduced so that the referenc
melting temperatureTm

ref can be written as a power series,

Tm
AI5Tm

ref1zTm8 1z2Tm9 1¯ . ~5!

Since the Gibbs free energies are equal in the two pha
this Tm

AI is the solution ofGAI
ls (T)50, which is

Gref
ls ~Tm

ref1zTm8 1z2Tm9 1¯ !

1zDGls~Tm
ref1zTm8 1z2Tm9 1¯ !50. ~6!

Expanding in powers ofz and equating powers, one obtain
formulas forTm8 , Tm9 , etc.,

Tm8 5DGls~Tm
ref!/Sref

ls ,
~7!

Tm9 /Tm8 52
1

Sref
ls @Tm8 Cp,ref

ls /2Tm
ref1DSls#,

where Sref
ls [Sref

l 2Sref
s is the reference entropy of fusion

Cp,ref
ls [Cp,ref

l 2Cp,ref
s is the liquid–solid difference of the

constant-pressure specific heats, andDSls is the shift of the
entropy of fusion. We note particularly the implication of th
formula forTm8 . Since entropies of fusion are on the order
kB per atom, then a differenceDGls of 10 meV/atom implies
a shift of melting temperature of ca. 100 K, so that subst
tial errors will need to be corrected for unless the refere
total energy function matches theab initio one very pre-
cisely. Although we have included a formula forTm9 , it
seems unlikely that this will be used in practice, except p
haps for a rough estimate ofTm9 /Tm8 , sinceDSls would be
difficult to compute without rather extensive free-energy c
culations.
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If simulations are done in the isothermal–isobaric e
semble, then for closely matchingUAI andU ref , with small
fluctuations ofDU, the Gibbs free-energy shiftsDGl and
DGs can be evaluated using the well-known expansion:

DG5^DU& ref2
1
2b^dDU2& ref1¯ , ~8!

wheredDU[DU2^DU& ref , and the averages are taken
the reference ensemble. Theab initio simulations presented
later were performed in the isothermal–isochoric ensem
so that the quantity that is readily evaluated isDF(V,T), the
change of Helmholtz free energy whenU ref is replaced by
UAI are constant volumeV. This DF is given by the same
formula Eq. ~8!, but with the averages evaluated in th
isothermal–isochoric ensemble. In this case, we need to
sider the relation betweenDG and DF, which is readily
shown to be

DG5DF2 1
2VkTDp2, ~9!

where kT is the isothermal compressibility andDp is the
change of pressure whenU ref is replaced byUAI at constant
V andT.

E. Size effects

Whichever approach is used, coexistence must be tre
in the thermodynamic limit. In the free-energy approach,
most all the free energy is that of the reference system,
which size errors can be made negligible by doing simu
tions on very large systems. Appreciable size errors rem
only in the differenceFAI2F ref between theab initio and
reference systems. These can only be assessed and cor
for by explicitly calculatingDF[DF[FAI2F ref for sys-
tems of increasing size, as we report elsewhere for the c
of Al ~Ref. 6! and Fe~Ref. 5!. Similarly, in the coexistence
approach, explicit coexistence simulations are perform
with the model system on very large systems, so that s
errors are made negligible. However, the shift of melti
temperature due to the differenceUAI2U ref requires calcu-
lations ofDF of exactly the same kind as are needed in
free-energy approach. This means that the size errors
essentially the same in the two approaches. We give a q
titative assessment of size errors in the melting propertie
Fe by the coexistence approach in the next section.

III. THE MELTING PROPERTIES OF IRON

A. Technical details

Our coexistence calculations on high-pressure Fe
precisely the same DFT techniques used in our free-ene
work,5,17 so we give only a brief summary here. Th
exchange–correlation functionalExc is the generalized gra
dient approximation known as Perdew–Wang 1991.24,25 We
use the projector-augmented-wave~PAW! implementation of
DFT,26–28 a technique that shares the properties both of
electron methods such as full-potential linearized augmen
plane waves~FLAPW!29 and the ultrasoft pseudopotenti
method.30 The calculations were done using the VAS
code.31,32 Details of the core radii, augmentation-charge c
offs, etc., are exactly as in our PAW work on liquid Fe.28 Our
division into valence and core states is also the same: thep
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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electrons are treated as core states, but their response t
high compression is represented by an effective pair po
tial, with the latter constructed using PAW calculations
which the 3p states are explicitly included as valence stat

The reference model for our coexistence simulations
the embedded-atom model~EAM! recently used by Be-
lonoshkoet al.8 to calculate the high-pressure melting cur
of Fe. This EAM has the standard form,20 in which the total
energyEtot5(iEi is a sum of energiesEi of atoms i, with
eachEi5Ei

rep1F(r i) consisting of two parts: first, a purel
repulsive energyEi

rep represented as a sum of inverse-pow
pair potentialsEi

rep5( j8e(a/r i j )
n, where r i j is the inter-

atomic separation and the sum excludesi 5 j ; second, an
embedding partF(r i) which accounts for the metallic bond
ing mainly due to partial filling of thed bands. The embed
ding functionF(r) is represented as2eCr1/2, and the den-
sity r i for atom i is given by the sum over neighborsr i

5( j8(a/r i j )
m. The parameters in this EAM were determin

in Ref. 8 by fitting to full-potential linearized muffin-tin
orbital ~FPLMTO! energies for typical configurations of liq
uid iron, and they aren58.137, m54.788, e50.0173 eV,
a53.4714 Å, andC524.939.

The aim of our calculations is not to generate the en
melting curve, but to obtain a point on this curve at a pr
sure close to the value of 330 GPa at the boundary betw
the Earth’s solid inner core and liquid outer core.21 Our main
simulations have been done on cells containing 8000 ato
constructed as a 10310340 hcp supercell. The long axis i
perpendicular to the basal plane of the crystal, and we r
to it as thez axis. We have tested the adequacy of this sys
size by performing coexistence calculations on systems o
to 20 480 atoms. Within the statistical errors, we were una
to detect any difference between results for coexistence p
sure and temperature with this system size and those with
8000-atom system. The mean volume per atom for the
culations reported here wasv57.12 Å3, which is near the
volumes of the solid and liquid in the pressure region
interest. Since our calculations are performed at constant
ume and constant cell shape~see Sec. II C!, we checked that
nonhydrostatic stresses do not affect the melting prope
of the system. To do this, we performed the simulations w
the twoc/a values 1.64 and 1.66, which give thePzz diag-
onal component of the stress tensor slightly larger or sma
than thePxx and Pyy components in the two cases. We fin
that the effect on the melting temperature is undetecta
small.

In preparing the coexisting solid and liquid as describ
in Sec. II C, the system was initially equilibrated at 6100
and the high temperature used to ensure complete meltin
half the system was 53104 K. Once melting had been
achieved, the liquid part was re-equilibrated at 6100 K
fore free evolution of the whole system was started.

B. Results

In Fig. 1 we show the temperature of the system a
function of simulation time forc/a51.64. We also show the
three diagonal components of the stress tensor; the
diagonal components fluctuate around their average valu
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zero, so there is no shear stress on the cell. After an in
equilibration period, one sees that the temperature and
pressure settle around the valuesT565506100 K and p
530561 GPa. In Fig. 2 we display the density profile, ca
culated by dividing the simulation cell into 400 slices par
lel to the liquid–solid interface and counting the number
atoms present in each slice. The profile shown correspond
the last configuration in the simulation withc/a51.64; a
similar profile is observed in the simulation withc/a
51.66. It is easy to identify the solid and the liquid regio
in the system: in the solid region the density is a perio
function of slice number, but in the liquid it fluctuates ra
domly around its average value. This confirms that we
indeed have coexisting solid and liquid in the cell. At 30
GPa, the melting temperature reported by Belonoshko w
precisely the same EAM is 6680 K, which agrees with o
value within the combined statistical errors.

We now correct the EAM reference melting temperatu
to obtain the fullyab initio melting temperature using th
techniques presented in Sec. II D. In order to assess pos
system-size errors, the free-energy corrections of Eqs.~8!
and ~9! were calculated with systems of 64, 150, and 2
atoms. To do this, we used the EAM reference model
generate long simulations for the solid and liquid separat
From these simulations we extract typically 50 and 100 s
tistically independent configurations for solid and liquid, r
spectively, for which we calculate the DFT total energi
UAI . The differencesDU[UAI2U ref are then used to com
pute the free-energy corrections and hence the shift of m
ing temperature@see Eq.~7!#. The temperature was set equ
to the value of 6550 K that emerges from the coexiste
simulations, and volumes per atom ofvs57.05 and v l

57.218 Å3/atom were also deduced from the coexisten

FIG. 1. Time variation of temperature~upper panel! and the three compo-
nents of stress tensorPxx ~solid curve!, Pyy ~dashed curve!, andPzz ~dotted
curve! ~upper panel!, during a simulation of solid and liquid Fe coexisting
a pressure of 305 GPa. Simulations were performed on a system of
atoms using the embedded-atom potential of Belonoshkoet al. ~Ref. 8! with
c/a ratio of the hcp solid equal to 1.64.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Density profile in a simulation of solid and
liquid Fe coexisting at a pressure of 305 GPa. The s
tem is divided into slices of equal thickness~0.35 Å!
parallel to the solid–liquid interface, and the grap
shows number of atoms in each slice. Simulations w
performed on a system of 8000 atoms using t
embedded-atom potential of Belonoshkoet al. ~Ref. 8!.
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simulations; the pressure in both cases was 303 GPa.~The
very small difference from the pressure of 305 GPa m
tioned above is of no consequence.! From these two volumes
we can extract the volume change on melting, which isDV
;2.5%, the same value reported as by Belonoshkoet al.8

~The value from ourab initio free-energy work was 1.8% a
305 GPa.5! We also calculated the entropy of melting fro
the relationTSref

ls 5Eref
ls 1pVref

ls ; the energy change on mel
ing Eref

ls was calculated using the two separate simulation
solid and liquid atp5303 GPa andT56550 K, and we ob-
tainedSref

ls 50.88kB /atom; a similar value ofSls can be de-
duced from the work of Belonoshkoet al.8 by using their
value for Vls and the Clausius–Clapeyron relation on t
reported melting curve.~The value from ourab initio free-
energy work was 1.07kB/atom at 305 GPa.!5 The DFT ener-
gies were carefully checked for electronick-point errors, as
in our free-energy work.5,17 As expected from that work
G-point sampling for the 64-atom system underestimates
fully converged energies of liquid and solid by ca. 10 and
meV/atom, respectively. With 150 atoms,G-point sampling
gives negligible errors for the liquid, but an error of ca.28
meV/atom for the solid. With 288 atoms, we have used o
G-point sampling, but the indications are thatk-point errors
should be negligible for both phases.

We report in Table I the results for̂DU& ref and
^(dDU)2& ref for the three system sizes, the results being
ready corrected for electronick-point errors. An important
feature of these results is that there is no discernible sys
size effect on these corrections within the statistical error
5 meV or less, so that systems of 64 atoms are adequat
calculating the corrections. From Eq.~7!, this implies that
the shift ofTm due to size errors will not be more than;50
K. In order to obtain the correctionsDG to the Gibbs free
energy, we need to include the term inDp2 in Eq. ~9!. We
find that the pressure differences between the EAM andab
initio systems are only 22 and 12 GPa for solid and liqu
respectively, which give this term values of ca. 5 meV. Fro
Table I, we see that the free-energy differences between
ab initio and EAM systems have the effect of stabilizing t
Downloaded 28 Mar 2002 to 128.40.44.2. Redistribution subject to AIP
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liquid with respect to the solid by about 35 meV/atom co
pared with the EAM. In order to obtain the correction to t
melting temperature from Eq.~7!, we use the value for the
entropy of meltingSref

ls of 0.88kB/atom quoted above. This
gives the first-order correctionTm8 52450 K, so that our
correctedTm at 305 GPa is 61006100 K. This result is in
very close agreement with the free-energy approach, wh
at p5305 GPa givesTm56100 K. ~This value is somewha
lower than the preliminary result of our free-energ
calculations;4 the downward revision came from a caref
reanalysis of the anharmonic free energy of the hcp crys
as reported in Refs. 5 and 17.!

Although the EAM of Belonoshkoet al.8 mimics ourab
initio systems reasonably well, we have found that the mo
can be still further improved by refitting it to ourab initio
energies of the solid and liquid. In doing this, we allow
only the repulsive potential and the strength of the emb
ding energy to change, so that only the parametersn, e andC
are allowed to vary. These were adjusted to minimize
dDU fluctuations for the solid, while also maintaining th
correct pressure. The new parameters aren55.93,e50.1662
eV, C516.55, the parametersa53.4714 Å andm54.788
retaining their original values. We then repeated the coex
ence simulation using this new EAM and obtained a coex

TABLE I. Thermal averagêDU& ref of the differenceDU[UA12U ref of ab
initio and reference energies, and thermal average^(dDU)2& ref of the
squared fluctuations ofdDU[DU2^DU& ref , with averages evaluated in
the ensemble of the reference system and normalized by dividing by
number of atomsN ~eV units!. Results from simulations with differentN are
reported for liquid and solid Fe for the thermodynamic statep5303 GPa,
T56550 K. Reference model is the embedded-atom model of Belonos
et al. ~Ref. 8!.

N

^DU& ref /N ^(dDU)2& ref /N

Liquid Solid Liquid Solid

64 26.94060.003 26.90960.002 0.02360.004 0.01460.003
150 26.93460.001 26.91260.001 0.02360.003 0.00960.002
288 26.93960.001 26.90960.001 0.02460.004 0.01460.003
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ence temperature ofTm562006100 K at a pressure ofp
5323.561 GPa. The very small free-energy correctio
~Table II! slightly stabilize the solid, resulting in an increa
of melting temperature of ca. 50 K to give 62506100 K.
The differences with theab initio pressures are negligible i
this case, and the term inDp2 in Eq. ~9! does not contribute
to the free-energy difference. At this pressure, the melt
temperature from our free-energy approach wasTm

56290 K,5 so that once again we find very good agreem
between the two approaches.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have advocated the aim of calculating the melt
properties that follow from a chosen approximation for t
exchange–correlation functionalExc , with the errors due to
all other approximations being made negligible. We ha
stressed that in the free-energy approach the total energ
the reference model does not have to agree exactly with
ab initio total energy, since this approach includes the cal
lation of the free-energy difference between the two syste
Up to now, no allowance has been made for such differen
in the coexistence approach, but we have shown how cor
tions can be made so that the final results are again inde
dent of the reference model. Our practical results for hi
pressure Fe demonstrate that the two approaches then
the same melting temperatures, as would be expected.

Our analysis has implications for the way in which re
erence systems are constructed. In the free-energy appr
the crucial requirement of a reference model is that the fl
tuations of the differenceDU between theab initio and ref-
erence energies be as small as possible; we have the fre
to use different reference models for the solid and liq
phases, and a constant offset between theab initio and ref-
erence energies is of no consequence. In the coexistenc
proach, it seems clear that the model should be chose
that theDG corrections, and the resulting shift of meltin
temperature away from that of the reference system, b
small as possible. This demands more of the reference
tem than in the free-energy approach. It is necessary bu
sufficient that theDU fluctuations be small, in order thatDG
be small@see Eq.~9!#. In addition, a constant energy offs
will shift Tm , if the offset is not identical in the two phase
since the same model must simultaneously reproduce the
ergetics of both. This implies that force matching7,19 may not
always be a reliable way of constructing reference mod
even if the reference andab initio forces match precisely in
both phases, there may still be a noncancellingDU offset
that will shift Tm . In this sense, energy matching is sa
than force matching.

TABLE II. Thermal averageŝDU& ref and ^(dDU)2& ref ~eV units, see cap-
tion of Table I! for the EAM reference model obtained by refitting that
Belonoshkoet al. ~Ref. 8!.

N

^DU& ref /N ^(dDU)2& ref /N

Liquid Solid Liquid Solid

64 7.21360.002 7.20060.002 0.01860.003 0.00960.002
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Concerning finite-size errors, we have shown that th
affect appreciably only the free-energy differences betw
theab initio and reference systems, since in both approac
the calculations on the reference model will always be do
on systems large enough to make size errors negligible
anything, these errors may be more troublesome in the co
istence approach, because of the need to make the refer
model fit both phases at once, so that the free-energy cor
tions may sometimes be larger. However, in our coexiste
calculations on high-pressure Fe, we have shown that th
errors are unlikely to shiftTm by more than; 50 K.

In commenting on the strengths and weaknesses of
two approaches, we note that they differ mainly in the way
treating the thermodynamic properties of the referen
model. In both approaches, corrections are then neede
obtain the properties of theab initio system, and these in
volve ab initio simulations to perform thermodynamic inte
gration or to compute the free-energy differences of Eq.~8!.
The melting properties of the reference model are proba
more straightforward to calculate by the coexistence
proach, since the free-energy approach requires rather i
cate thermodynamic integrations. However, the heav
computational effort comes in the calculation of the fre
energy corrections, and here we believe the free-energy
proach may have the advantage, since the effort can be
duced by using different reference systems for the t
phases. In practice, we have found it very helpful to use b
approaches, as in the work on Fe reported here.
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